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Balloon:  (Sweeping)  Hello!  Hello there.  Greetings.    Private Nigel Balloon here.  

Just tidying up a bit for our presentation.  Unfortunately, the current plague 

stalking the country side prevents us from performing for you live, so here’s next 

best thing!    

Preee-senting a reasonably presentable presentation presented by the Royal 

Players street character ensemble of the Tennessee Medieval Faire, presently!  

Prepared to be gob-smacked by the incredibly inept Magnificent Octopus… 

Sheriff:  (interrupts off stage)  MAGUUM OPUS!! 

Balloon:  (hears him)  MAGNETIC OCELOT!! 

S:  (interrupts off stage)  MAGNUM OPUS!  MAGNUM OPUS!! 

B:  (hears him, understands)  MAGNUM OPUS!  About to be presented to lucky 

you!  A rollicking roller coaster of violence!  Love and intrigue!  Violence!  Sex and 

violence!  Violins and saxophones!!  Valium and…. 

S:  (loud throat clearing off stage) 

B:  Sorry!  Sorry!  It’s just so bloody exciting!  It’s all about that great hero, Robin 

Hood!  How he, with Little John, Friar Tuck, and the rest of the merry men, thwart 

the evil plots of Prince John and the wicked Sheriff of Nottingham!  Why, even 

now, they’ve hatched a plan to lure Robin Hood and his men into town with the 

promise of amnesty.  If I were Master Robin, I’d….  
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S:  (bursts in)  You’d what, you talking turnip!?  What in Beelzebub’s back side are 

you doing babbling about my incredibly brilliant plans and machinations out loud 

like this?  Art you daft?  What if someone were to hear? 

B:  (points to camera)  Whoops.  Oh.  You mean like that lot? 

S:  (notices camera)  GAAHH!!!  WHAT…?!!  (hides face)  ER-HA-AH!  --EH – 

another one of your little japes, eh Balloon?    [I’ll get you, Balloon!]  Well, uh, 

carry on!  (slinks off) 

B:  As you might well have guessed, that was the charming Sheriff of Nottingham, 

himself.  What he lacks in charisma and Christian charity, he more than makes up 

for in vindictive mindless brutality.  Me and the boys prefer to think of him as a bit 

high strung…  Preferably from a very tall oak tree.  Anyway, we hope you enjoy 

the following from the Royal Players of the Tennessee Medieval Faire.  HUZZAH!   


